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 Relation of Ethical Culture to Religion and Philosophy. 335

 THE RELATION OF ETHICAL CULTURE TO

 RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.*

 IT is a matter of regret that the Positivists of Newton Hall

 find themselves unable to take personal part in the Conference

 of Ethical Societies. Primarily and essentially, this body

 claims to be an Ethical Society; for it seeks to promote the

 development of moral life on a strict basis of positive soci-

 ology and scientific ethics. It would therefore find itself in

 complete accord with all serious efforts to place the true cul-

 ture of self and of the community on rational and human

 grounds.

 Whatever differences of view might arise between a Posi-

 tivist and an Ethical movement would be found-not in the

 common ground which would extend over the entire pro-

 gramme of an Ethical Association-but in the further aim of

 the Positivist movement to add to ethical culture Philosophy

 and Religion. It would serve little purpose to enlarge on the

 ground which is common to both Positivist and Ethical move-

 ments. It will be more useful to state the grounds which, in

 the former point of view, make the ultimate extension of the

 ethical culture to Philosophy and Religion not only legiti-

 mate, but indispensable. Right conduct is the true end of a

 worthy human life. But our conduct is ultimately determined

 -not by what we are taught to do, or by what we should

 like to do-but by what we believe and what we revere.

 In using the word Religion, we are not giving it any theo-

 logical significance, nor are we limiting it to any special form
 of belief. The Chinese and the Negroes (not to mention

 many other races) have a formal religion which is certainly

 without God; and in all schemes of belief which can be called

 religion there is a common element. That common element

 is (i) a belief in some Power recognized as greater than the

 individual or even than the community, as able to deal out

 * Read before the Ethical Congress and Convention of Ethical Societies,

 Chicago, August 30, 1893.
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 good and evil, and as interested in the acts of the individual

 and the community, (2) a sense of reverence, awe, love, and

 gratitude towards such a Power, and some mode of making

 that sense manifest, and (3) certain practices, a course of con-
 duct, or rules of life, which are believed to be welcome to

 that Power, and such as will procure its favor. It is not

 proposed to argue for any particular type of creed, worship,

 or practice. The argument of this paper is simply that ethical

 conduct is powerfully affected for good or for evil by the type

 of creed, worship, and discipline current in the society or

 ruling the conscience of the individual. It follows that ethical

 culture, carried to whatever perfection, cannot secure any
 given course of conduct; for a dominant religious belief may

 supersede and control the ethical sense, unless in a society

 where Religion is inoperative or atrophied.
 It is true that for considerable groups and masses on both

 sides of the Atlantic, Religion seems to have reached this
 inoperative stage, and acute persons are found to regard this

 as its final form. But the teaching of history is against this

 view; for it shows us man, over incalculable periods of time
 and under a thousand varying conditions, always powerfully
 stirred and modified by religion in one of its many types.

 And even in societies such as the working-class of Berlin or

 Paris, where it may seem that all sense of religion is atrophied,
 it is difficult to maintain that the practical results of the

 religious habits of centuries do not still mould conduct. But

 in order to prove that Religion will not continue to influence

 conduct in the future, it would be necessary to show that a
 tendency to recognize some dominant Power and to feel
 strong emotions about such a Power, and to act under the
 control of that belief and those emotions, is not an innate

 habit of human nature. But philosophy proves no such
 thing; no philosopher of repute has even attempted such
 proof; and the best modern psychology of every school con-

 curs in scientific analysis of those qualities of brain and heart
 which make up the compound religious instinct. Philosophers
 in turn expose the inadequacy of certain forms of religion;
 but they are constantly making more definite and positive
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 the common element of religion, and its roots in man's moral

 and mental structure which the various forms of religion are

 designed to satisfy.

 The same may indeed be said of Philosophy, understand-

 ing by the word Philosophy the sum of our knowledge of

 Nature and Man. So long as our philosophy was limited

 to physics, and the analogies of natural with moral and

 social science were not understood, it might be supposed

 that ethical conduct was not controlled by our interpretation

 of the phenomena of Nature, at least for societies which had

 passed beyond the African, Hindoo, and Chinese types of
 civilization. But now that Philosophy has brought Nature

 and Man into line and shows us in both correlative laws,

 and finds a similar evolution in societies and in ethics, it is

 impossible to doubt that moral conduct is ultimately con-

 trolled by the general ideas we hold about the laws of

 man's moral and social life. The masses, it is true, are

 not aware that they have any philosophy, and it would be
 vain to talk to them about moral and social laws. But, just

 as they can speak intelligibly without knowing rules of gram-
 mar, or even the names of parts of speech, so they have

 dominant habits of mind which affect their daily lives. Men,

 however ignorant, act differently according as they hold or

 deny that their acts have some relation to a Superior Will.

 And a practical result is at once visible when men become

 accustomed to regard events and acts-not as decreed or

 inspired by arbitrary wills-but as the intelligible conse-

 quences of scientific law. See how different is the attitude in

 an outbreak of cholera of the people of Berlin, Paris, or New

 York from that of the fatalist pilgrim to Mecca and Benares !
 The result is that Religion and Philosophy so powerfully

 affect conduct, that no ethical culture can determine conduct

 unless by an alliance with Religion and Philosophy-Religion
 meaning deep feeling about a Power believed to be supreme

 or superior, and Philosophay meaning general ideas about the
 order of Nature and the evolution of man. At the very basis

 of ethical culture, at its threshold and on its crown, stand

 the problem of the relation of the individual to society,
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 and the crucial problem, how to harmonize the claims of the

 individualist and of the social ideal. No one can doubt

 that Religion and Philosophy have very much to say on this

 crucial problem, and that the whole ethical solution may be

 recast, whatever ethical training there may have been, either

 under an overmastering religious enthusiasm such as that

 preached by Buddha or St. Francis, or, again, by a dogmatic

 scheme of individualism based on a general physical and

 social philosophy, such as that which animated the rigid

 political economy of the last generation, and which sprang

 from the self-interest doctrines of Bentham.

 The difficulties which encompass all human efforts after

 right conduct amidst the spasmodic forces of appetite and

 interest are enormous; and civilization, which on the one

 hand strengthens the resources of moral culture, on the other

 hand opens new and subtle modes in which appetite and

 interest can find gratification. Morality, however pure and

 elevated, must always remain a somewhat tepid and prosaic
 stimulus when contrasted with the whirlwind of passion and

 the subtle phthisis of self-interest. It is certain that man's

 benevolent instincts never reach the red heat of lust and

 hate. History shows us one force, and one only, which has
 ever successfully contended with these appetites and con-

 quered the promptings of self. That force is Religion, in some
 form. It may be in a bad form,-Moloch-worship, Obeism,
 the devotion to tribe, city, church, sect, or prophet. But the

 passionate submission of self to some dominant power or
 idea, to whom life itself is owed, has in all ages proved strong

 enough to overmaster the stings of appetite, and even the
 instinct of escaping pain and death. The white heat of re-

 ligious enthusiasm has proved stronger than the red heat of

 selfish desire. And nothing else in the history of mankind
 has done so. Civilization, so far as it is limited to mere

 ethical culture, may somewhat diminish violence, though it
 makes murder even more diabolically deliberate; but, on the

 other hand, it is the soil in which fraud grows like a deadly
 fungus.

 It is quite true that Religion has only done this imperfectly
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 and unsteadily, acting only in certain ages and societies, or

 on given persons, and in special spheres of human life. And

 it is true that Religion, in the most advanced societies of the

 Old and the New World, seems to have lost its savor, like

 the salt in the Testament parable. Else what would be the

 meaning of an ethical movement outside and independent of

 the Gospel? But the true explanation is that the salt has

 lost its savor because its whole intellectual basis is honey-

 combed, because it has got into a hopeless conflict with

 Science, and because Philosophy has proved that even its

 ethical standard is rude and misleading. That is the point

 from which we set out-viz., that ethical culture, Religion,

 and Philosophy are really so much interdependent and so

 organically correlated that it is only possible to treat them as
 separate for temporary and special purposes. They are not
 independent institutions which can be applied to the conduct

 of life without reference to each other. We can no more

 isolate any one, except for study, analysis, and comparison,

 than we can cure an ailing human body by exclusive treat-

 ment of the digestive, nervous, or vascular system, treating

 any one of the three as being practically independent of the
 other two.

 On these grounds, we who meet in Newton Hall believe
 that any permanent movement for ethical culture must be at
 the same time a movement for religious and philosophical
 culture jointly. Indeed, the religious and the philosophical
 problems are really antecedent-must come first. These
 problems are truly the basis: they govern and determine the

 ethical problem. Conduct is the result of the Ideal that we re-
 vere, plus the Truth which we know to be supreme. When we
 have settled on an Ideal as an object of love and devotion-

 when we have reached the furthest limit of human knowledge

 -then we may build up an ethical culture in accordance with
 our religious emotions and our philosophical beliefs. As we
 said at the beginning, neither Religion nor Philosophy can,
 in our view, transcend this planet, human nature and human

 life as found thereon, and the sphere of demonstrable science.

 We will admit nothing superhuman in Religion, and nothing
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 supra-scientific in Philosophy. We find both here on earth,
 and in the domain of verifiable knowledge. Nothing has been

 said in this communication about Positivism as a system,

 Auguste Comte as a teacher, or Humanity as an object of
 reverence. We have argued the question on general grounds.

 But it will be understood that we find the core of ethical cul-

 ture in the practical service of Humanity, by the light of the
 general doctrines of Positive Philosophy.

 FREDERIC HARRISON.
 NEWTON HALL, LONDON.

 IN the foregoing paper on the " Relation of Ethical Culture
 to Religion and Philosophy," read at the Ethical Congress in

 Chicago, Mr. Frederic Harrison has stated with admirable
 clearness the points wherein the Positivist Society, of which
 he is so distinguished a member, differs from the Ethical So-

 ciety. The two, indeed, have this in common, that they recog-
 nize right conduct as the only true end of a worthy human
 life. . But there exists, nevertheless, a fundamental difference
 between them. The Positivist Society teaches a specific re-
 ligion and a specific philosophy as prerequisites of the moral

 life. And Mr. Harrison-with but a passing reference to his
 own creed-devotes the bulk of his paper to setting forth the

 reasons which, in his opinion, make it imperative to teach a
 religion and a philosophy of some sort, though not necessarily
 his own, as the basis of a permanent and valuable ethical cul-
 ture. In what he says on this subject he expresses the pre-

 vailing view. Christians of all shades of belief will agree with
 him; so will the majority of those who have pitched their
 tents outside the lines of Christian doctrine. Almost all the
 so-called radical movements of our time have been character-
 ized by the attempt to put a different religious and philosophic
 basis of conduct in place of the traditional one, but have con-
 curred in holding that agreement on first principles is indis-
 pensable. If there is anything new in the Ethical Movement

 it is its dissent from this widely-accepted view. It affirms,
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 and the emphasis of its position is laid upon this affirmation,
 that previous agreement with respect to Religion and Phi-

 losophy among those who join an Ethical movement is not

 necessary; that strong Ethical Societies can be built up with

 no other bond of union among their members than the com-

 mon desire to increase the knowledge of the right, whatever

 the source from which that knowledge may be obtained; to

 deepen the love of right, by whatever means that love may be
 deepened; and to advance the practice of right, whatever the

 methods that may be found suitable to this end. Does the

 Ethical Society, having no common foundation in Religion
 and Philosophy, therefore hang in air?

 It will be useful to consider Mr. Harrison's objections. The
 most formidable one is, that our very notions of what is right

 and wrong are modified by our religious and philosophical

 opinions. On the simpler, every-day questions of morality,
 indeed, a substantial agreement has been reached among good

 people generally: no one disputes that it is wrong to kill, to

 steal, or to inflict needless pain upon our fellows. But when

 we come to the more complex questions, especially those which
 relate to the evolution of the existing moral order into a higher

 order, the same unanimity does not exist. And yet it is pre-
 cisely with respect to such questions that the Ethical Society
 must take a decisive stand if it is to mean anything. Such

 questions, the moment they are raised, will inevitably bring to

 the surface latent and fundamental differences of conception,

 and unless these differences have previously been healed, how

 can it be hoped to create common notions as to what is right

 and wrong? And in default of such common notions how

 can there be concerted action? An Ethical Society, it would

 seem, devoid of intellectual unity, will be compelled to adopt,

 in all the stirring and vital moral issues of the time, a mere

 temporizing policy, and to purchase peace within its ranks at

 the sacrifice of all earnestness and power.
 It must be admitted, without qualification or reserve, that

 religious and philosophical ideas do determine and often
 strangely pervert men's notions of right and wrong. The

 philosophy of the Stoics, for instance, led them to sanction
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 suicide; the religious views of Christian ascetics caused them

 to withdraw from all active participation in the business of

 life; the economic theories of socialists and individualists, at

 the present day, are of so opposite a nature that measures

 which commend themselves to the former as the very flower

 of justice are often stigmatized by the latter as the most flagi-

 tious of crimes. To dwell for a moment on the last instance,

 let us ask whether it would be possible for socialists and in-

 dividualists to dwell together harmoniously in an Ethical So-

 ciety. Granted that both sides believe in social righteousness,

 must not a split occur as soon as they fully realize how utterly

 incompatible with one another are their definitions of social

 righteousness ? I should answer that I do not believe a split

 will occur, provided the two parties are devoted to social

 righteousness with all their heart and all their soul; provided

 the love of righteousness is stronger within them than the

 love of the particular theory by which they hope to promote

 the ends of righteousness. It is the very aim of the Ethical

 Society to kindle in the breasts of its members such a supreme

 love.

 And now may I, in turn, be permitted to define the objec-

 tion which deters me from falling in with Mr. Harrison's plan

 of working out a dictatorial scheme of religion and philosophy

 beforehand, and then applying it to practice? It is this, that

 all preconceived theories tend to narrow the field of mental

 vision; tend to exclude those facts which are in conflict with

 the theory, and to admit only those which comport with it.

 Whenever we approach a subject with a theory ready in hand,

 the facts are apt to be fitted into the Procrustean formula

 of the theory, instead of the theory's adapting itself with un-

 ceasing flexibility to the ever-changing complexus of facts.

 The history of all the natural sciences tells the same story

 of retarded progress, due to the ascendency of arbitrary theo-

 ries which claimed to possess an inherent certainty before and

 above the facts. The science of ethics-if indeed in its pres-

 ent state we can properly speak of it as a science-has suffered

 even more than the natural sciences from the same cause.

 Surely it is an imperative rule, that the first principles of any
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 department of knowledge should be sought within that de-

 partment, and not prematurely fetched from without. Let the

 first principles of ethics be sought within the ethical field, and

 let their connection with the principles of all knowledge in a

 philosophical system and with the universal ideals of the human

 soul in a religious doctrine be matter of ulterior considera-

 tion, after the elements to be correlated have first indepen-

 dently been ascertained. Let not Religion nor Philosophy

 intervene too early. Neither is concerned merely with the

 ethical nature and needs of man. The scope of each is wider,

 and embraces elements not ethical at all. To borrow from

 Religion and Philosophy, therefore, the governing principles of
 conduct, is to import the maxims of morality from an alien

 sphere, is to threaten the independence of the moral realm.

 It is jealousy for the independence of morality that has led

 the Ethical Societies to put practice into the foreground, and

 to gauge principles by their fitness to inform and ennoble

 practice, thus reversing the usual manner of proceeding. And

 yet this position, though it has never been consistently fol-

 lowed out, is not new: it is wholly implied in the well-known

 promise that if we do the deed we shall know the doctrine.

 Not indeed that we of the Ethical Societies discourage

 theorizing on moral and religious questions, and commend
 mere impulsive, unreflecting action. We recognize fully that

 philosophic and religious convictions do, to a great extent,

 determine men's notions of right and wrong, and hold that

 every member of an Ethical Society ought, as a matter of

 duty, to make his thinking with respect to the problems of

 life as consistent and coherent as possible. But we also hold

 that an antidote to the narrowing effect of mere theory is
 needed, and find that antidote in that supreme interest in prac-

 tical righteousness which it is our principal aim to cultivate.
 There is a simple test to which all theories that assume to de-

 termine human conduct should be subjected: do they mani-

 festly tend to promote the well-being of mankind, or do they

 not? If they do not, then they stand condemned; if they
 do, and in so far as they do, they are to be approved. And
 if this test shall come to be accepted, if the spirit of supreme
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 love for and devotion to righteousness shall have been engen-

 dered in an Ethical Society, it will not be difficult even for
 socialists and individualists to dwell together harmoniously

 within it. Their violent antagonism is largely the result of
 one-sidedness. In reality they supplement one another. Each

 party represents an extreme view. Each should learn from

 the other, each adopt a part of the other's programme for the

 common good. Yet there is little likelihood of such a recon-

 ciliation being effected between them unless some higher in-

 terest be introduced which both revere, and that can be only
 the ethical interest.

 A second objection very forcibly put by Mr. Harrison re-

 lates to the weakness of ethical as compared with religious im-

 pulses. "No one can doubt," he says, "that the whole ethical
 solution may be recast, whatever ethical training there may

 have been, under an overmastering religious enthusiasm such

 as that preached by Buddha or St. Francis." And again,

 " Ethical culture, carried to whatever perfection, cannot secure

 any given course of conduct; for a dominant religious belief
 may supersede and control the ethical sense, unless in a

 society where Religion is inoperative or atrophied." It is true

 that dominant religious beliefs have, unfortunately, but too
 often superseded and controlled the ethical sense, as in the
 case of the worship of Moloch, and the treatment of heretics

 by the Spanish Inquisitors. It is true that religion, in con-
 sequence of the non-ethical elements with which it is in-

 terlarded, has proved itself as dangerous a foe to morality,
 whenever its special interests were in conflict with the moral,

 as it has glorified and transfigured the moral ideals at those
 points where the religious and ethical spheres coincided. But
 " for considerable groups and masses on both sides of the
 Atlantic, Religion seems to have reached this inoperative
 stage, and acute persons are found to regard this as its
 final form," though "the teaching of history is against this
 view." I, too, am entirely of the same opinion,-viz., that the
 teaching of history is against this view. I am equally with
 Mr. Harrison convinced that Religion, even where it appears
 to be inoperative and atrophied, is merely lying in a trance
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 state, from which, probably before very long, it will awaken to

 renewed life and activity. But on this very account it seems

 to me that the present situation should be utilized as offering
 a most favorable opportunity for strengthening the defences

 of ethical culture, so that no dominant religious belief shall

 ever again hereafter commit the enormity of superseding and

 controlling the ethical sense. Now, if ever, is the time so to

 fortify the moral consciousness of mankind that every new

 religion which may appear in the world shall have to justify

 itself before the ethical tribunal, and shall be constrained to

 rest its claims primarily upon its fitness to incorporate and

 reflect the highest moral ideal.

 A third objection is likewise concerned with the apparent

 inadequacy of the merely moral -motives. " Morality," says

 Mr. Harrison, " however pure and elevated, must always

 remain a somewhat tepid and prosaic stimulus," contrasted

 with the force of passion and self-interest. " It is certain that

 men's benevolent instincts never reach the red heat of lust and

 hate. History shows us one force, and one only, which has

 ever contended with these appetites and conquered the prompt-

 ings of self. That force is Religion, in some form." "The

 white heat of religious enthusiasm has proved stronger than

 the red heat of selfish desire. And nothing else in the history

 of mankind has done so."

 It is at this point that I find myself at the farthest remove

 from Mr. Harrison's position. My reading of history is cer-

 tainly different from his. I am persuaded that there is such

 a thing as moral passion,-i.e., devotion and self-surrender

 inspired solely by the contemplation of the excellence of the

 moral ends. I should find myself utterly unable to under-
 stand the Prophets of Israel, did I not behold in this passion

 the mainspring of their work. The fire, taken from the altar,
 which purified the lips of Isaiah was the fire of moral enthu-

 siasm; the heat which burned in the breast of Jeremiah and
 gave him no peace was fervor of the same sort. And it was
 their reverence for justice, to which they gave such sublime

 and reiterated expression, that enabled the founders of Mono-
 theism to rise from nature-worship to the level of a loftier,
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 spiritual creed. Morality thus reacted on Religion, and Re-
 ligion was indebted to Morality for expelling from it its more
 gross non-ethical elements and giving it for the first time the
 name and place which it has since held as a regenerative force

 of the first magnitude. St. Paul, too, was primarily actuated
 by a moral impulse when he exclaimed, " Oh, who shall free
 me from the body of this death ?" And it was the desire for
 moral freedom, moral wholeness, which led him to construct

 that system of religious thought that has left its imprint so
 deeply on the history of the last eighteen centuries. Again,

 the moral impulse indigenous and irrepressible in human
 nature has plainly demonstrated its power in all the mighty
 movements of the past for political and social reform. And
 to mention but a single modern instance: in the great anti-
 slavery conflict which divided this country thirty years ago,
 it was certainly the moral sentiment of the community, the
 sense of humanity outraged in the person of the down-trod-
 den slave, and not at all a religious belief or philosophical
 conviction of any kind, that proved itself stronger than the
 " red heat of selfish desire." This moral passion, though often
 semi-dormant, still lives in the world; to it the Ethical Socie-
 ties make their appeal, seeking to kindle it into purer flame.
 And some of us, at least, silently cherish the hope, though in
 this respect there is a wide diversity of opinion amongst us,
 that when the moral life shall nave been thoroughly quick-
 ened it will once again react on men's religious faith, and give

 to the latter a new convincingness and reality.
 Finally, it may not be amiss to point out that intellectual

 differences tend to increase rather than diminish as civilization
 advances, and should be encouraged rather than suppressed;
 that a philosophic scheme, however valid and comprehensive

 at the time it is announced, cannot fail to become an obstruc-
 tion in the way of further progress, if set up as an authorita-
 tive statement of truth, and that any movement which attempts
 to establish perfect intellectual unity among those who join it
 is condemned at the outset to become a sect. The Ethical

 Societies are extremely solicitous to prevent the growth
 among them of the sectarian spirit. But while they renounce
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 the hope and desire for perfect intellectual agreement, they

 find in the love of righteousness a practical bond of fellowship

 which is both close and strong. The Ethical Movement, as

 a matter of fact, is meeting with a most encouraging popular
 response, and many are joining it precisely because in so doing

 they feel that they abate not one jot of their mental freedom,

 and that their religious and philosophic convictions remain

 wholly unpledged for the future, while yet they enjoy the
 sense of unity with their fellow-men in virtue of common

 efforts to make themselves better and the world better.

 FELIX ADLER.
 NEW YORK.

 "ITALY AND THE PAPACY."

 AN article under this heading by Professor Raffaele Mariano
 appeared in the January number, and the Managing Editor of
 the JOURNAL has courteously asked for a reply.

 It is not, of course, the novelty of Professor Mariano's
 paper that makes the invitation welcome; for he has, to speak
 in culinary terms, simply treated his American readers to a
 "' warmed-over" morsel from earlier repasts. In other words,
 he has reproduced, with proper modifications, the brochure
 which he published in i879 with the higher-sounding title

 "Cristianesimo, Catechismo, Civilta",; and this brochure, to
 complete the genesis, can be traced immediately to his articles
 in the Dri/to, especially to the one published February 20,
 i877, and remotely to his volume "Roma nel Medio Evo,"
 compiled in i873 from the " Geschichte der Stadt Rom" by
 Gregorovius.

 It should not be supposed that these views, even in their
 author's opinion, have gained force or solidity by repeated
 condensation, much less that the various forms in which they
 have appeared are meant by him as specimens of scientific
 work. On the other hand, it is necessary to guard against
 the inexact appreciation which his writings have encountered.
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